Rawdon Christie
Rawdon is an award-winning broadcaster with a TV journalism
career that spans twenty years.
His career started with the BBC but he’s best-known for
presenting Television New Zealand’s Breakfast show, where he
interviewed hundreds of guests, from senior politicians and
business leaders to Oscar winners and Olympic champions.
Rawdon has also presented political show Agenda and the NZ
version of Dragon’s Den, but his career highlight was anchoring
TVNZ’s coverage of both Christchurch earthquakes.
Rawdon now divides his time between his role as Creative
Director at the National Business Review, MCing / presenting at
conferences, and running his own communications training
company. He’s also guest interviewer for Unfiltered TV.
Rawdon Christie Communications offers training in Media
Relations, Presentation skills, Relationship-building and
Reputation Management. Rawdon’s presently converting these
training programmes into a series of online courses that will
launch in early 2019
Testimonials
Rawdon’s unique ability to galvanize the audience by cleverly
weaving his witty humour together with his knowledge of the
audience’s industry positions him as an outstanding speaker, and
one that our members speak incredibly highly of.
In addition to being a guest speaker, we have also used Rawdon
to facilitate a political forum on Education. This event was a
resounding success due to Rawdon’s skills as a facilitator. He was
able to keep the session flowing, ensuring that each MP felt
listened to.
It is evident from Rawdon’s work with our Association that he is
committed to preparing and presenting at the highest level.
Stephen King, Auckland Primary Principal’s Association
I recognise Rawdon as one of the most professional MC's I have come across.
His planning for an occasion is in-depth, his manner tries to react to the crowd

or have some fun depending on
the occasion. From raising money for charity to a business
network meeting, Rawdon's past career in television certainly
attending and he can be both serious

comes through and I would recommend him to any company to
use his outstanding skills.
Peter Thompson, Barfoot and Thompson
Rawdon did an incredible job delivering a really powerful
message to our valued customers. His content was well thought
out, and really well presented, but also incredibly relevant for the
industry we are in. Rawdon knew how to apply it and engage the
audience throughout. The feedback from everyone was so
positive & we look forward to booking him again for more events!
Kirstin Daley, Orbit World Travel

